
TikiLIVE Monitor
What is it?

TikiLIVE Monitor is a cloud-based streaming solution that allows you to quickly configure and monitor streaming 

cameras for Security and Destination Broadcasting Purposes. 
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Cloud Based Live Streaming and Archiving for your 
Cameras



TikiLIVE Monitor - What is it?

TikiLIVE Monitor also allows the business or home users to enable a cloud 

based recording service. Recordings can be downloaded to a local hard 

drive for reference purposes or deleted permanently to clear out one's 

space on the cloud. 

Archive on the Cloud

TikiLIVE Monitor offers an array of different packages so you can scale 

your live streaming and recording account to fit your business needs. 

We offer packages that fit various business models such as total recorded 

hours per month, as well as the number of cameras that can be 

configured. 

Customized Group Packages 
available to let you pay for the 
service you require

TikiLIVE Monitor is an optimal cloud based streaming and archiving 

solution for many different broadcasting needs including:

    a. Security Cameras

    b. Destination Broadcasting

    c. City Meetings or Municipal Events 

Perfect for many different 
broadcasting and recording Needs
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TikiLIVE Monitor - What is it?
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TikiLIVE Monitor also monitors the stream to let you know when there is an issue with the streaming source. SMS 

alerts can be configured to inform you when there is an issue in order to review your network and address 

potential issues. 

Robust notification system will alert you in the event of 
an issue

Add additional cameras to your account to capture every angle of your property or location that you wish to 

monitor or record. Our professional packages offer discounts on transfer and recording storage space. 

Don't miss a moment
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